Household Index (As Remembered)
by Ayni Raimondi
alcohol. See also Kahlua
in later years, L, M, A
stolen, A, Ka
Alice's beauty shop, L, Ke
animals, pets
bunny, A, Ka
chickens, L, M, A, Ka
Dick the fish, A
fish in lake, L, M, A, Ka, Ke
as given away without goodbye, A, Ka
goats (2), L, M, A
horses (23), L, M, A, Ka, Ke
Jackson Brown, L, M, A, Ka, Ke
as let loose in conservatory, A, Ka
llamas (2), L, M, A
animals, wild
birds, L
buffalo, M
Canadian geese, L, M, A
coyotes, L, M, A, Ka, Ke
frogs, M
muskrats, M, A
pair of great horned owls, M, A
architect, Christian, Donald as, L, M
Arnold, Elaine, bathroom mural by, L
Aunt Gaye, wire power of, L
banana tree
bread from, L, M, A
flower drippings in conservatory, L, M, A, Ka
only producing Iowan, M
basement. See also mechanical room
1952 Wurlitzer jukebox in, M, A
bowling alley in, L, M, A, Ka, Ke
brick form walls of, M
costume collection in, L, M, A, Ka, Ke
Pacman pinball in, M
playing in, A, Ka, Ke
rotting food hidden in, Ka
bathroom(s). See also master bathroom
animal tiles in, Ke
desire to unroll rolled curtain in, Ka
flashbacks in, A
floor-to-ceiling dark green marble of, M, Ke
large space behind tub in, Ka
smoking in, A
bedroom(s). See also guest room(s)
bunk beds in, Ka
intentional shitting on floor of, Ke
losing, A
so many, A, Ka
views from, L, A

birds. See also owls
talking with, L
boilers, M
books. See also romance novels
antique, A, Ka
in bathtubs, L, A, Ka
fake, Ka
bouncy shoes, bouncing through house and around loop, L, M, A, Ka, Ke
bowling alley
dismantled old wooden, M
as eternally broken, M, A, K
as lifted in with crane, M
boyfriends
Britt, A
Cecil, Ka
Michael, A
Nate, A
buffalo, attempted purchase of, M
builder
Ford as, M
Spencer as, M
butler's pantry
cupboards filled with entertainment in, A, Ka
hidden treats in, A
second fridge in, L, A
Carlyle clothes sales, L, A
chandelier(s)
beanie babies stuck in, L, M, A, Ka, Ke
in entryway, L, A, Ka, Ke
from New Orleans, L, M
chickens
in coop all a flutter, M, A
egg collecting from, A
chicken wire, for staving off rabbits (hundreds), M
Christian, Donald, L, M
as pre-Madonna, M
Christmas
in formal living room, L, M, A, Ka, Ke
kahluah for, L, M, A
rose and green, L, A
trees two stories high, L, M, A, Ka, Ke
cigarettes
hidden, A
as not hidden, L, A
closets. See also coat closet
love for, L
rotating tie rack in, Ka
toy, Ka, Ke
walk-in, A
coat closet
American girl tea parties in, Ka
haunted house in, A, Ka
rotting food hidden in, Ka
coffee
ready and waiting, A

Sumatra french press, L
talking with birds while drinking, L
tea v., L, M, A
with unrushed outdoor sitting, L
cold, expectation of, M
conservatory
18th birthday party in, A
banana tree in, L, M, A, Ka, Ke
easter egg hunts in, A, Ka, Ke
in floor heating of, M
gardenia bushes in, A
palm trees in, Ka
as rectification, L, M, A
sneaking skinny dipping in, L, A
wild pet animals in, A, Ka
coyotes, as howling, L, M, A, Ka, Ke
creek
climbing trees in, Ke
as monarch butterfly migrating spot, A
owls living in, M
stomping, A
treehouse down by, M, Ke
crossdressing, A, K, Ke
cupboards
in butler's pantry, A, Ka
dining room, Ka
in family room, Ka
guest room, Ka
death. See also murder
by champagne, A
of muskrat by rock to head, A
through southern entrance, L, M
decorations, in hidden cupboards, Ka
diamonds, as stolen and not stolen, L, M, A
Dick the fish
dirty bowl of, M, A
as drowned in champagne, A
dining room
cupboards, Ka
holiday dinners in, L, M, A, Ka, Ke
disappointment, L
doors. See French doors
drips, of water behind facade, M
driveway
circular section of, M
pushing stolen cars down, A
view of, L
early years
fundraisers in, L, M, A
sobriety of, A
tabla concerts, A, Ke
embarrasment, about llamas, M
entryway
golden table in, L, A

tabla concerts in, A, Ke
weddings in, L
eternally broken
bowling alley as, M, A, K
pinball machine as, M, A
facade, cement, M
fairy, in mural, L, Ka
family room
cupboards in, Ka
Totoro as watched daily in, L, M, A, Ka, Ke
fish
Dick the, A
as eating frogs, M
in lake, L, M, A, Ka, Ke
magic minnows, M
flowers
fake, A, Ka
garden, L, M
Ford, Buzz, M
foreman, Pappin as, M, A
formal living room
antique books behind glass in, A, Ka
Christmas in, L, M, A, Ka, Ke
as filled with paper, A
grand piano in, A, Ke
as sunken, L, A
French doors, Ka. See also southern entrance(s)
as opening onto English garden/pool, L, Ka
regrets about, L
frogs
in abundance, M, a
as disappeared, M
plop as heard for miles, M, A, Ka
pretending to be, Ka
frustration, drips of water causing, M
Fur Elise, A, Ke
games
of catch as played alone against front patio, Ke
charades, A
in formal living room, A, Ka
switch chair, Ka
garage, forgotten vegetables behind, M
gardens. See also Shaw, Jim
perennials/annuals mix in, M
plots, Ka
rose, M
vegetable, M, A
goats
as fun, M
milk, M, A
as scary, A
greenhouse. See conservatory
guest room(s)
entrance cupboards as full of National Geographic, Ka

fortune teller on Halloween in, L, A, Ka
gutter system, as complicated due to cement facade, M
Halloween
haunted house, L, A, Ka
not one trick-or-treater not ever, A
hallways
Brazilian cherry wood floor, L
as perfect for rollerblading/skateboarding, L, Ke
Hartman, Ike
as Stapatya-veda consultant, M
heat. See also mechanical room
system of, M
Holland, as source of spiritual guide for building plans, M
horses (23)
from 1987-92, L, M, A, Ka, Ke
as racing and losing, L, M, A
housesitters, bad, A, Ka
jukebox, 1952 Wurlitzer, M, A
Kahlua. See also later years
for Christmas, L, M, A
kitchen. See also butler's pantry; pantry
always filled pine farmhouse table in, L, A, Ke
cookoff, A, Ka
family lunches every day in, A, Ka, Ke
french doors opening onto english garden/pool from, L, Ka
handpainted Italian tiles around hearth of, L
after midnight, A, Ka
phone nook in, A, Ka
lake. See also fish; frogs
bubblers in, M
camping at, A
Canadian goose poop around, L, M, A
first drinks at, A, Ka
island in, M, A, Ka, Ke, LK
naked parties under dock of, A
skinny dipping in, L, M, A, Ka, Ke
sunken canoes in, A
two turntables and a generator at, A
wonka's moon in, A
later years
drinking in, L, M, A
exotic meats in, L, M, A, Ka, Ke
Norton dinner parties in, L, M, A
legos, Ka
living room. See formal living room
Llamas, as homosexual, L, M, A
loft
American doll world in, Ka
jumping to bed below from, Ka, Ke
make out sessions in, A, Ka
old broken tv in, Ka
The Loop. See driveway

master bathroom
Alice's beauty shop in tub of, L, Ke
commercial for shirodara as shot in, L, A
huge mural in, L, A, Ka, Ke
mirrored floor-to-ceiling closets, L
soft celestial peach color of, L
meats, exotic, L, M, A, Ka, Ke
mechanical room
as containing two hot water holders, four boilers, and large manifold of pipes, M
as intimidating, A, Ka
meditation room
cashmere blankets and foam in, L, M, A
jeweled paintings in, A
practicing TM in, L, M, A, Ka, Ke
mistake(s). See also rectification
brick form walls as, M
of closing french doors, L
incorrect facade design as, M
other people's, M
as regretted, L, A
moments
of feeling too much, L, A
of jumping off from high places, A
of rebellion, L, A, K, Ke
unhealthy, A
of waiting for children to come home, L
of wanting more, L, A
money, stealing, A, Ka
mowing, as not done by Shaw, Jim, M
mural, bathroom
by Elaine Arnold, L
fairy/peacock/countryside/pomegranate in, L, Ka
murder, of pet bunny by gardener, A, Ka
muskrats, as killed by a rock to head, A
Nannys
Debbie, L, M, A, Ka, Ke
Julia Wong, L, M, A, Ka, Ke
Mary, L, M, A, Ka, Ke
psycho, L, A, Ka
Roberta, L, M, A, Ka, Ke
National Geographic, guest room entrance cupboards full of, Ka
nebulizers, L, M, A, Ka, Ke
nook, stealing money from phone, A, Ka
owls, pair of great horned, M, A
pantry. See also butler's pantry
as fully stocked with co-op treats, L, A, Ka
shopping for college fridge in, A
as source of wine for stealing, A, Ka
Pappin, Tom, M
patio
catch as played alone against, Ke
cigarettes flicked over, A

cold stone, A
turkey burgers on, L, M, A, Ka, Ke
peacocks, as constantly dying/being run over by semi trucks, L, M, A
pets. See animals, pets
phone(s)
intercom system on, A, Ka
nook, Ka
piano, grand, A, Ke
pillows. See The Puni
pinball
convention (Chicago), M
Pacman, M
pipes, manifold of, M
playroom
crossdressing in, A, Ka, Ke
forts in cabinets of, Ka, Ke
lego bins in, Ka
pool. See swimming pool(s)
prairie
150 acres of, M
hiding/cloud searching in, A, Ka
as state subsidized, M
tracking in, M
The Puni
costumes beneath, A, Ka, Ke
hiding sleeping friends on, A
videogames on, A, Ke
rabbit(s)
pet, Ka
staving off hundreds of, M
rebellion, L, A, Ka, Ke
rectification, of conservatory, L, M, A
regrets, about French doors, L
resentment, Ka
rocking chair, A, Ka
rocks, on windows in the middle of the night, A
rollerblades, in hallways, L, Ka, Ke
romance novels, hidden, L, A, Ka
roses
in circular section of driveway, M
surrounding outdoor pool, L, M
rotting food, as hidden, Ka
Shaw, Jim, as gardener, L, M, A, Ka, Ke
skateboards, down hallways, L, A, Ke
sneaking out, A, Ka
solarium. See conservatory
southern entrance(s)
Aunt Gaye's wire as finding no death in, L
death coming through, L, M
sadness with closure of, L
Spencer, Kelly, M
Stapatya-veda, M. See also rectification
swimming pool(s)
coffee drinking and unrushed sitting at table next to, L

in conservatory, L, M, A, Ka, Ke
eight naked boys in, A
falling in, L
french doors opening from kitchen onto, L
indoor, M, A
rubber band invention for stationary swimming in, M, A
talking with birds next to, L
swing set, Ka
tabla concerts, A, Ke
table, in kitchen as filled with people (always), L, A, Ke
talons, as scratching on roof, M
tattoos, stick and pokes given by girls in pink skates, A
tea
coffee v., L, M, A
in silver pot each morning, L, M, A
thrills, from in-floor heating, M
ticks, A
tie rack, rotating, Ka
tiles
animal, Ka
of kitchen hearth as Italian hand painted, L
Totoro, L, M, A, Ka, Ke
tourists, on Sundays, L, M, A
truck(s)
Lawrence's dump, M, A
peacocks as flattened by semi-, L, M, A
vegetables, forgotten, M
views
of driveway with no car coming causing anxiety, L
of palm trees through windows in entryway, A, Ka
of prairie from bedrooms, L, A
water. See also lake; swimming pool(s)
quiet flowing around, M
windows
falling out and hanging from, A, Ka
rocks on windows in middle of night, A

